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The moiré of twisted graphene bilayers can gen-
erate flat bands in which charge carriers do not
posses enough kinetic energy to escape Coulomb
interactions with each other1,2 leading to the
formation of novel strongly correlated electronic
states3,4. This exceptionally rich physics relies
on the precise arrangement between the layers.5,6

We survey published Scanning Tunnelling Mi-
croscope (STM) measurements7–16 to prove that
near the magic angle, native heterostrain, the
relative deformations between the layers, domi-
nates twist in determining the flat bands. This
is demonstrated at large doping where electronic
correlations have a weak effect and where we also
show that tip-induced strain can have a strong in-
fluence. In the opposite situation of low doping,
we find that electronic correlation further normal-
ize the flat bands in a way that strongly depends
on experimental details.

The strongly correlated electron physics recently ob-
served in twisted graphene layers3,4 develops in flat
bands1,2 which are very sensitive to the relative arrange-
ment between the layers. For instance, the superconduct-
ing phase has been reported to occur in a very narrow
range of rotation angle between the layers around the
magic angle. As another illustration, hydrostatic pres-
sure changes the interlayer distance which also strongly
influences superconductivity5,6. Heterostrain, the in-
plane deformation of one layer with respect to the other
is an ubiquitous source of modification of the relative
arrangement between the layers7–16. Experiments7 and
theory17,18 have shown that heterostrain affects the flat
bands which could have an impact on the strongly cor-
related electron physics. Bi, Yuan and Fu have even
predicted that near the magic angle, the bandwith be-
comes insensitive to the twist angle and that the effect
of heterostrain is dominant,18 calling for systematic ex-
perimental study of its effect. Such program is however
difficult to implement owing to the lack of controllability
of heterostrain, and its inhomogeneity previously referred
to as ”twist angle disorder” and which was also found

to impact strongly correlated states at the macroscopic
scale14,19. In order to overcome these issues, we survey
already published experimental STM data7–15 in view of
quantifying the effect of homogeneous heterostrain on the
physics of magic-angle twisted graphene layers.

Figure 1 presents typical STM images collected from
Refs. 7–9. An immediate observation is that the STM
images all look very similar. This is not surprising be-
cause these samples have a twist angle very close to one
another. This similarity is only apparent as evidenced by
the variety of shapes of the local density of states (LDOS)
measured from the dI/dV(V) spectroscopy (Fig. 1d). De-
spite the flat-bands should merge at the magic angle, the
spectra of Ref. 8 and 9 show two van Hove singularities
indicating that the flat bands are still separated. Their
spacing ∆Eexp is doping dependent which has been at-
tributed to electron-electron interactions.8–13 It can reach
several tens of meV, even at large doping where correla-
tions are not expected to renormalize strongly the bands.
Still, while the two samples have a twist angle differing
by only 0.1◦, doping does not explain why their ∆Eexp

differ by a factor 2-3. Sample to sample variation is
obvious from other published data.10–15 Strikingly the
data of Ref. 7 show a third peak at zero energy, a result
which was recently reproduced16. In order to determine
whether this variety in sample behaviour can be under-
stood within the framework of heterostrain, we use the
method described in Ref. 20 to determine the precise ar-
rangement of the layers and calculate the corresponding
local density of states using a tight-binding method.1,21,22

Figure. 1a, b and c include our estimates of hetero-
strain. In all cases, biaxial heterostrain is smaller than
uniaxial heterostrain which varies by a factor 3 from the
smallest to the largest. Figure. 1d shows that the calcu-
lated local density of states agrees very well with exper-
imental data. In particular the number of peaks is con-
trolled by heterostrain which also influences their spacing
pointing to a strong contribution of heterostrain to the
observed phenomenology. The tight-binding calculations
presented in Fig. 1f show that the van Hove singularities
separate linearly with uniaxial heterostrain for all angle
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FIG. 1: Heterostrained twisted graphene layers. Panels a, b and c present STM images of twisted graphene layers near the
magic angle adapted from Refs8,7 and9 respectively. The scale bar is 10 nm in each image. Insets present the parameters
describing the relative arrangement of the layers in good agreement with estimates of the original studies.7–9 d Local density
of states measured in the AA regions for each samples of panels a, b and c. e Corresponding tight-binding calculation of the
LDOS including heterostrain. f Tight-binding prediction for the local density of states in AA regions as function of energy and
for increasing uniaxial heterostrain. The variations are plotted for three different angles θs of application of heterostrain. g
Local density of states calculated for 0.4 % of heterostrain applying along varying θs. The white dotted lines indicate the values
of angles used in panel f. h Sketch of uniaxial heterostrain configuration. One layer is deformed by a uniaxial heterostrain
applied along the direction defined by θs and then rotated by and angle θ with respect to the undeformed layer.

θs of application of heterostrain. This angle controls the
splitting of the van Hove singularities (Fig. 1g) leading
to three typical behaviours reported in Fig. 1f (See sup-
plementary information and videos for more theoretical
results). These results agree with those of the continuum
model18. The more quantitative comparison of Fig. 2a
shows that ∆Eexp converges to the value ∆ETB predicted
by our tight-binding calculation at large doping. This has
to be expected because the effect of electronic correla-
tions measured by the ratio of Coulomb to kinetic energy
reduces with doping and the system evolves towards the
non-interacting situation modeled by our tight binding
calculations. It establishes that heterostrain controls the
physics of twisted graphene layers near the magic angle
at large doping. This can be viewed explicitly in Fig. 2b
which shows that ∆E0

exp, the experimental spacings of

van Hove singularities at large doping, depends linearly
on heterostrain as predicted by tight binding and the
continuum model. On the contrary, the same data plot-
ted as function of the twist angle do not show particular
correlation with this parameter (Supplementary Fig. S5).

Figure 2c provides a deeper level of comparison be-
tween theory and experiment. It presents the relative dif-
ference between the ∆ETB and the experimental ∆E0

exp

as function of the tunnelling resistance Rt = Vb/it (Vb
and it are the tunnelling bias and current). The excel-
lent agreement obtained for Rt > 2 GΩ degrades below
this value pointing to a possible influence of tip-induced
strain which is known to be controlled by Rt.

23 The de-
formations seen in Fig 3a, b and c showing the evolution
of the image of Fig. 1b for decreasing Rt corroborate this
interpretation (The reader may also refer to Fig. S3 of
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FIG. 2: Comparison between theory and experiments. a Representative doping dependence of the spacing between van
Hove singularities. The horizontal line corresponds to prediction by tight-binding calculations with heterostrain. b Exper-
imental spacing of van Hove singularities at large doping (∆E0

exp), zero doping (∆E∗exp), theoretical tight-binding (∆ETB),
low-interaction Hartree-Fock (∆Eε=∞HF ) and large interaction ∆Eε=5

HF . Such presentation of all the data on a single graph is
justified by i) the weak dependence of ∆Eexp on the twist angle near the magic angle (See Ref.18 and supplementary Fig. S5)
and ii) the weak dependence of ∆E on θs if it is estimated as the spacing between the outermost singularities (Fig. 1g). This is
also why the Hartree-Fock model was calculated for a twist angle of 1.1◦ and θs = 30◦. On the contrary, ∆ETB were calculated
with the full relative arrangement of each experimental data and show a better agreement with experiments. The twist angle
has still a small influence which explains the small deviations from a purely linear strain dependence. The measurements
showing a cascade of transitions are indicated by a double border. c Relative deviation of ∆E0

exp to ∆ETB as a function of the
tunnelling resistance Rt = Vb/it. The figure includes new data for the sample of Fig. 1b.

Ref.9 for another example).

Figure 3 shows that while spatial variations of the
LDOS at high Rt only reflect electronic localisation in
AA regions, the response to tip-induced strain at low Rt

strongly depends on the position on the moiré pattern.
While AB regions are weakly affected (Fig. 3e), ∆Eexp is
reduced by 40% at low tunnel resistance in AA regions in-
dicating a flattening of the bands (Fig. 3d). The flatten-
ing culminates in intermediate regions between two AA
regions where a 15 meV wide single LDOS peak signals
that very flat bands can be engineered there (Fig. 3f).
It is not surprising that these regions are the most sen-

sitive to tip-induced strain because they are character-
ized by an excess of elastic energy24–27 and are therefore
more easily perturbed. We note that the tip may induce
a complex strain pattern including hetero-, homostrain
as well as vertical displacement all of which depend on
the position on the moiré. It follows that the relative
arrangement between the layers can no longer be deter-
mined from STM images at low Rt and that the response
to tip-induced strain is largely sample dependent. This
is illustrated by Fig. S5 of Ref. 9 in which, contrary to
our experiment, the spacing between van Hove singulari-
ties increases with decreasing Rt. We conclude that great
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FIG. 3: Tip-induced strain. a, b, c STM images measured at decreasing tunnel resistance. The tunnelling set point is it = 100
pA and the bias is Vb = 175 mV in a, Vb = 55 mV in b and Vb = 15 mV in c. The images are 25×25 nm2. d, e, f Local
density of states measured by STM for decreasing tunnelling conductance in AA (d), AB (e) and intermediate regions (f). The
vertical dotted lines are guides for the eyes to track the position of the LDOS peaks.

care is needed when discussing quantitatively experimen-
tal results and that the STM tip can be used to locally
engineer the relative arrangement between the layers.

The very good agreement between experiments and
theory obtained so far raises the question about the in-
fluence of heterostrain on electronic correlations which
express most at zero doping.8–13 Figure 2b shows that
∆E∗

exp, the experimental spacing of van Hove singulari-
ties in this regime is increased by electronic correlations
and tends to increase with strain. This tendency is well
pictured by our Hartree-Fock calculations presented in
Fig. 2b including both heterostrain and electronic corre-
lations for the dielectric constant ε = 5 (See Ref. 28 and
supplementary information for the details). These calcu-
lations however underestimate ∆E∗

exp. Further increas-
ing the effect of interactions by decreasing the dielectric
constant does not lead to a better agreement especially
at large strains where the low energy bands become so
wide that they merge into the continuum of the higher en-
ergy bands and van Hove singularities can no longer be
clearly defined (Supplementary information). Also the
calculations do not capture the large experimental scat-
ter of ∆E∗

exp which we were not able to correlate to any

experimental parameter (twist angle, heterostrain value
or angle of application, bandwidths as measured by the
FWHM of van Hove singularities, tunnelling resistance,
temperature). The scatter also does not correlate with
the appearance of polarized states leading to the cas-
cade of transitions seen in some samples at intermediate
fillings.13–15 This points to a strong sensitivity of elec-
tronic correlations to some additional experimental pa-
rameters beyond those investigated here. This could be
due to the substrate or more generally to the detailed
electrostatic environment as suggested by several stud-
ies reviewed in Ref. 29, and to atomic lattice relaxation
effects26 calling for a systematic experimental study of
the effect of those parameters.

Returning to heterostrain, its strong impact on the flat
bands of magic angle twisted graphene layers also calls for
a systematic investigation of its influence on the strongly
correlated phases and that of other moiré materials. In
this context, it would be extremely desirable to be able to
tune it. Alternatively, one could also rely of the variabil-
ity in the fabrication process to generate a representative
set of samples such as the one we have studied here.
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Methods

Data collection

When possible, the raw data used in the survey were re-
trieved from the authors of the publications. Otherwise,
the data were digitized from the corresponding publi-
cations. We could use the method of Ref.20 to extract
heterostrain for Refs.7–9 which had STM images with
atomic resolution. The strength of this method is to iso-
late heterostrain from homostrain and possible artefacts
due to the calibration of the piezoelectric tube. For Refs.
(10, 11, 13a, 14, 15), we used the method described in
Ref.8 to determine heterostrain. Although it does not
allow to determine biaxial heterostrain we found it to
provide good estimates of uniaxial heterostrain for the
data of Refs.7–9. For Refs. (12, 13b, 13c), we did not
have the data to do our own analysis and used the values
of heterostrain provided by the authors. Error bars in
Fig. 2 of main text present the uncertainty as estimated
the full width at half maximum of a van Hove singularity.

STM measurements

We performed the measurements presented in Figure
3 of the main text in order to document the effect of tip-
induced strain on the twisted graphene layers described
in Ref.7. Tip-induced strain was changed by changing
the bias for a given tunnel current in imaging condi-
tions. In spectroscopic mode, the tip-sample interaction
was defined by the set point prior to switching off the
feedback loop and subsequent sweeping of the bias volt-
age between -200 mV and 200 mV. The dI/dV (V ) signal
was measured using phase sensitive detection with a 2
mV oscillation at 263 Hz added to the tunnel bias. The
di/dV curves were normalised to 1 at -200 mV.
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